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Introduction to the course 

I welcome you to the Diploma Course. 

This course is an online learning course in the sense that contact between students and tutors 
is primarily maintained by set module webinars. 

Students may submit questions through Rebecca Eyres, queries or comments to the Course 
Lecturer, but they are expected to pursue their studies in their own time and manner. The 
Course Lecturer will not under any circumstances provide any student with copies of 
textbooks, journal articles, judgments or any form of study material, other than those provided 
in each webinar.  

While this course may give you a sound theoretical acquaintance with the subject of the 
diploma, there is no substitute for practical experience. You are therefore urged to seek any 
opportunity that might present itself to attend an arbitration/adjudication hearing where the 
content of the diploma course is mostly debated and discussed. 

For this purpose, I encourage students to attend functions, lectures, workshops and other 
ADR related activities.  

Such attendances provide opportunities for students to become acquainted with ADR 
practitioners and to become involved in the real world of ADR practice.  

The tutor for the Diploma Course programme is Damian James and I introduced myself to 
those who attended the induction webinar. 

Rebecca Eyres is Course Manager and bears the primary responsibility for the administration 
of the courses and all that this entails. It hardly needs to be said that we are all committed to 
ensuring that you derive the maximum benefit and enjoyment from your studies.  

For myself, I have been involved in the preparation and presentation of this diploma course 
wish you enjoyment and success in your studies.  

Course dates 

To be provided by Rebecca Eyres 

Recommended Textbooks 

The books that have been prescribed for this course are not necessarily the best, or only, 
books on the respective subjects. There may be others which may in some respects be better, 
but which have not been prescribed because of other disadvantages. While the prescribed 
books must be studied for this course, students should not limit themselves to these books. 
Students should read the recommended books, compare them with the prescribed books and 
look upon the differences very critically. The views given in the prescribed books will not 
necessarily be right and in certain circumstances, other views are to be preferred. There will 
be other books, not on the lists of prescribed or recommended books, which should be 
consulted as well.  
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Students are encouraged to purchase these books (alternatively to arrange to have 
unrestricted access thereto) for purposes of completing this course; 

 

• Wiley-Blackwell published in 2013, The Expert Witness in Construction by Robert Horne and 

John Mullen (ISBN: 9780470655931) 

• Wiley-Blackwell published in 2019, Evaluating Contract Claims by John Mullen and Peter 

Davison (ISBN: 9781118918142) 

• Palgrave Macmillan published in 2013, Construction Contract Claims by Reg Thomas (ISBN: 

9781137520371) 

• Aspen Publishers; 3 editions in 2000, Proving and Pricing Construction Claims from the 

Construction Law Library (ISBN: 978-0735514454) 

Course notes 

All course notes will be made available to the students to be downloaded from the E-Learning 
portal on the Monday after a webinar finish.  

Assignments 

Students will be required to complete a number of written assignments in each module during 
the year. Please note that submission of all assignments is compulsory. These 
assignments are to be submitted no later than the dates indicated below, and no extensions 
of time will be granted.  

Students are required to submit comprehensive assignments, written in narrative style, 
demonstrating that they have substantially addressed each question.  

Due dates for assignments 

Module 1-3: Assignments are released in the period after the module and are to be 
completed within 6 weeks. Assignments will review the content of the modules. 

Assignments are compulsory and will be marked and returned to students. A written 
commentary for each assignment will be available for download from the E-Learning website. 
These assignments form an important part of the course as they enable students to gauge 
their understanding of the subject by applying the principles which they have studied to 
specific problems. The assignments also provide feedback to the course tutors on the 
adequacy of the course notes and prescribed books.  

NOTE: Students are responsible for ensuring that the College receives their assignments 
before or on the due date.  

Closing dates for assignments must be strictly adhered to. The submission of all 
assignments is a prerequisite for exam admission. Refer to paragraph 10.1 for further 
information.  

Instructions for completing and submitting assignments 

1. All assignments are to be submitted via the E-Learning portal, in PDF format. 
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2. All other questions are to be referred to Rebecca Eyres 

General Comments on Assignments  

Assignments generally require a considerable amount of thought, and often some research, 
and should therefore not be left to the last day before due date.  

It is very important that you should read the assignment carefully and make sure that you 
understand what is required. Read it several times to make sure that you do not misinterpret it. 
Look up any unfamiliar words in a subject specific dictionary (Google is very seldom a 
satisfactory substitute for a subject specific dictionary). Subject terms may be defined in your 
study material and prescribed textbooks. It is imperative to consult these as well. Important 
information is conveyed in the way in which an assignment is worded as well as through the 
hints and guidelines provided along with the assignment.  

Identify exactly what the subject is and what aspects of this subject are covered by the 
assignment topic. To do this, you must find the keywords (i.e. the most important words) in the 
assignment topic. The keywords enable you to determine the focus of the assignment. 
Keywords can provide you with more information on the topic. The reason why you should 
identify keywords is that they guide you when you are reading about the topic and gathering 
information on the central theme.  

The action words that are used in assignments are key indicators of the kind of answers that 
could be given. The list below contains examples of action words that are usually found in 
assignments. These words enable you to determine the focus of the assignment.  

Based on the list below, use the action words in the assignment to determine what is expected 
of you.  

Enumerate Mention items or points one by one. No detail is required, and the result of an 
enumeration is a list of things or aspects.  

• Indicate  

• Analyse Define  

• Distinguish Describe  

• Explain  

• Compare  

• Discuss  

• Evaluate  

• Examine  

• Point out Summarise Illustrate Interpret  

• Criticise  

• State briefly, in broad outline, without detail. An indication gives the reader the 
gist of the matter.  

• Divide into sections or elements and discuss in full.  

• State the precise meaning of a term as you use it in your assignment answer. 
The definition should ensure that the term has only one meaning and that it 
cannot be confused with other terms. This often implies that you will have to 
consider a number of definitions before arriving at a substantiated decision on 
the precise meaning you will attach to the term in the relevant assignment.  

• Provide definitions but also indicate similarities and differences.  
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• Give an account of the characteristics or properties of a matter in such a way 
that your reader can recognise it and not confuse it with anything else. A 
description tells you “what it is like”.  

• Write about the topic in such a way that the reader gains a better understanding 
of the important underlying facts. An explanation tells the reader “why a thing is 
the way it is”.  

• Set out how things differ from one another and in what ways they are similar. A 
good comparison also says “why it is so”.  

• This implies that there are various explanations of, or opinions about, what you 
have to discuss. You must state what these are and show how and why they 
may correspond or differ. “Discuss” often involves weighing up arguments for 
and against something.  

• Assess or “determine the value of” something. This implies that you should 
have criteria against which you can measure something; the end result should 
be the formulation of your own opinion of the matter. You may approve, 
disapprove or suggest a modification of whatever you have to evaluate. 
Evaluation usually implies comparison and should always be substantiated, 
based on soundly formulated reasons.  

• Examine and critically discuss a topic in terms of definite criteria or guidelines. 
Offer comments. Give your own opinion on the matter.  

• Present a premise logically by means of thorough reasoning.  

• Give the key aspects of a topic.  

• Give examples or draw a diagram to elucidate a particular topic or subject.  

• Explain or give the meaning of something in terms of a more common concept. 
Your explanation should be as practical as possible.  

• Point out the good and bad characteristics and give your opinion after taking all 
the facts into account.  

In answering the questions, it is important that full reasons be given for your answer and, 
wherever relevant, to quote applicable authority for your conclusions. To answer a question 
with yes or no will earn very few marks. Your tutors are interested to know how and why you 
arrive at your answer. In most cases, more marks will be allocated for the argument and 
motivation of an answer than for the answer itself. The key to it all is logical reasoning 
supported by applicable authority.  

When citing textbooks, cases, articles, and so forth as an authority, please note the following:  

• Case law must be cited in full when used for the first time in the text (e.g. Kanhym Bpk 
v Oudtshoorn Munisipaliteit 1990 (3) SA 252 (C) at 254E-D); thereafter an abbreviated 
reference is sufficient (e.g. Kanhym above);  

• Prescribed textbooks may be referred to in your answer by merely giving the author’s 
name and the page number (e.g. Mullen 20);  

• Articles are referred to by citing the author’s name, the journal (or its accepted 
abbreviation like SALJ for South African Law Journal) and the page number (e.g. 
Whiting 1986 SALJ 38);  

• Do not refer to sources that you have not personally consulted;  
• It is not necessary to provide full references in the examination;  
• Work copied directly or paraphrased from a textbook or any other source without 

acknowledgement is also unacceptable and constitutes plagiarism which is an offence. 
Plagiarism is the act of taking the words, ideas, and thoughts of others and passing 
them off as your own. It is a form of theft which involves a number of dishonest 
academic activities. Note that, even if you work in a group with other students, each 
member of that group should submit his or her own assignment written in his or her 
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own words. The safest policy is for the group to discuss only the question, leaving 
each member to work out his or her own answer.  

• Answers which contain plagiarism will NOT be marked.  

Information obtained on the Internet is acknowledged by reference to the particular website, 
followed by the date when the particular website was visited. The date is important because 
the contents of the page on the website may subsequently change, or the particular reference 
or even the whole website may disappear or be moved elsewhere. It follows that, besides 
making a printout of the particular page at the time of visiting it, you should re-check the 
current status of all Internet references when preparing the final version of your work for 
submission. Example: http://www.aol.com, last visited on 21 January 2003. Be aware that the 
law differs from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Do not, without good cause, use for example an 
Australian legal article or judgment sourced from the Internet to substantiate a legal argument 
relevant to English law.  

I will provide a general commentary on each of the compulsory assignments, including 
important points that they were looking for in the answers, and common mistakes. The 
commentaries should not be regarded as model answers.  

Students must be aware that, as there is often more than one way in which a question can be 
answered, they should be careful not to rote learn the commentary on the mistaken 
assumption that it is a model answer.  

Assignments are, of course, to be answered on an open book basis, i.e. when answering the 
questions, you are expected to use the prescribed books, course notes and other appropriate 
reference material. When making statements in your answers you should quote the relevant 
authority, e.g. Wille page 67, Gibson page 191, etc., and at the end of the answer list your 
references, e.g. SA Mercantile and Company Law by JTR Gibson; The Law of Contract  by 
RH Christie.  

Assignment answers are to be in English. Handwritten assignments must be legible, 
otherwise, they will not be marked.  

Students must submit their assignments in pdf format through the E-Learning portal.  

Plan the structure of your answers so as to:  

o ▪ Deal in proper sequence with all the relevant elements of the topic; and  
o ▪ Present your work in its most favourable and readable form.  

Wherever possible, use numbered paragraphs. This is particularly so where it is necessary to 
itemise a set of principles, legal requirements or other characteristics, but the use of 
designated paragraphs will also improve the presentation of passages of general dissertation 
or debate. A phrase such as “the following aspects of the matter are significant” followed by a 
series of numbered paragraphs will improve the impact of what is written.  

Avoid padding. The tutor will have assumed that you have the basic general knowledge of the 
topic and he/she is interested only in what you have to say on the specific aspect referred to. 
A mere repetition or paraphrase of the topic as it appears in the course notes would, therefore, 
given no indication of your own understanding of the topic.  
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Apart from a brief introduction to show where the particular aspect fits into the general topic, 
padding is an indication either of untidy thinking or of an attempt, which will not succeed, to 
disguise an inadequate understanding of the matter.  

Attention to these hints will not only help you to gain higher credits for your work but will, in 
some measure, ensure against omissions or repetitions and help you in checking your work 
before handing it in.  

Problems and queries 

An inevitable consequence of any e learning course is that it is difficult to achieve a personal 
relationship between student and tutor and to provide the facility for a student to consult the 
tutor about any difficulties the student may be experiencing.  

This is especially difficult when the enrolment is as heavy as it has been lately. It must be 
remembered that the tutor is actively engaged in his respective professions and that their time 
is strictly limited.  

If you have any problem in connection with your studies, you are required to submit it briefly 
but clearly in writing, together with your student number and e-mail address, to the Course 
Manager (Rebecca@theccm.co.uk). The Course Manager will direct your correspondence to 
the tutor to deal with.  

Copyright 

This and all course material and documentation made available to students is protected by 
copyright. You may not sell, alter or further reproduce or distribute any part of this document 
or your course material to any other person. This includes the publication of course material, 
assignment or exam questions or answers or any part thereof in such a manner that it may be 
accessed by anyone not expressly authorised to do so by the College.  

Where the college or tutor provides any material to you in electronic format, you may only print 
from it for your own private study and research.  
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Summary    
Status   core 

Learning Hours 80hrs including Lectures and Exercises  

Credits Value 8 

Period of Study 8 weeks 

Summary of Learning Outcomes 
 

Learning outcomes are results of learning that students will have achieved on 

successfully completing a course. The following reference points were used in designing 

the learning outcomes; 

 

• QAA Subject Benchmark Statements to ensure: that appropriate and effective 

teaching, support, assessment and learning resources are provided for 

students; that the learning opportunities provided are monitored; and that the 

provider considers how to improve them; and 

 

• The professional competencies required by the APE. 

 

Learning outcomes are expressed under three broad headings of achievement in both 

threshold and typical standards: 

 

U: Understanding (a general awareness of the activity) 

K: Knowledge (a more detailed level of understanding of the activity)  

S: Skills (to be able, without supervision, to perform relevant functions) 
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Learning outcomes:  
The learner will: 

Assessment criteria:  
The Learner can: 

1. Introduction to forensic quantum in 

construction claims [K, S]. 

 

1.1 Understanding the role of the forensic 
quantum analyst and skills required  

1.2 Understanding the forensic quantum 
analyst’s approach to evaluation  

1.3 Contractual entitlement for the contractor to 
claims additional payment 

• Contract forms 

• Variation claims  

• Delay claims (loss and expense) 

• Suspension and termination 
1.4 Contractual entitlement for the Employer to 

claims additional payment 

• Contract forms 

• Delay claims by employer (liquidated 
damages)  

1.5 Understand evaluation process  
1.6 The basic test “remoteness of damages” 
1.7 Head of claims 

• New or changed conditions or 
circumstances 

• Prolongation costs due to delay 

• Cost of disruption or loss of productivity 

• Finance charges and interest  
1.8 Overheads and profit 

• Site overheads (P&G’s) 

• Head office overheads and 
understanding use of formulas 

• Profit 
1.9 Global claims  

• Total cost method of claim  
1.7 Quantum meruit 
 

2. Evaluating financial information related to a 
given project recorded in the contractor's 
financial statements. [K, S]. 

2.1 How to use impartial criteria to assess the 
report  

2.2 Accounting standards  

• International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) 

• US Generally Admitted Accounting 
Principles (US GAAP) 

2.3 Source of financial information for 
evaluation  

2.4 Tracing the cost of a specific event in the 
accounting records (the bottom-up 
approach) 

2.5 Using the project financial estimate at 
completion to identify the existence of a 
cost overrun at project level (the top-down 
approach) 
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Recommended Reading 

 
• Wiley-Blackwell published in 2013, The Expert Witness in Construction by Robert 

Horne and John Mullen (ISBN: 9780470655931) 

• Wiley-Blackwell published in 2019, Evaluating Contract Claims by John Mullen and 

Peter Davison (ISBN: 9781118918142) 

• Palgrave Macmillan published in 2013, Construction Contract Claims by Reg Thomas 

(ISBN: 9781137520371) 

• Aspen Publishers; 3 edition in 2000, Proving and Pricing Construction Claims from 

the Construction Law Library (ISBN: 978-0735514454) 

 

 

3. Able to determinate the damages in monetary 
units based on the findings of the delay 
expert. [K, S]. 

3.1 General principles 

• Claiming damages for breach of 
contract or negligence  

• Recoverable losses  
3.2 Award of financial damages 

• The costs incurred by the contractor that 
it would not have incurred in the 
absence of the damaging event 

• The loss of profit resulting from the 
damaging event 

• A lost profit if the damage is related to 
supplementary work  

• A loss of opportunity to make a profit  
3.3 Understanding entitlement by reference to 

the contract and common law 

4. Quantum in construction disputes  4.1 Key cases that deal with head of losses  

• Defects claims 

• Loss of profit 

• Overheads and preliminaries  

• Wasted management costs 

• Other examples  

5. Case Law analysis  5.1 Great Eastern Hotel Co Ltd v John Laing 
Construction Ltd & Anor 2005 

5.2 Fujitsu v IBM 2014 and Polypearl Limited v 
EON Energy Solutions Limited 2014 

5.3 Walter Lily v Mackay 2012 and Alfred 
McAlpine Homes North v Property and 
Land Contractors 1995 

5.4 Hadley v Baxendale 1854 
5.5 Pegler Ltd and Wang UK 2000 and GB 

Gas and Accenture 2010 
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Summary    
Status   core 

Learning Hours 80hrs including Lectures and Exercises  

Credits Value 8 

Period of Study 8 weeks 

 

Summary of Learning Outcomes 
 

Learning outcomes are results of learning that students will have achieved on 

successfully completing a course. The following reference points were used in designing 

the learning outcomes; 

 

• QAA Subject Benchmark Statements to ensure: that appropriate and effective 

teaching, support, assessment and learning resources are provided for 

students; that the learning opportunities provided are monitored; and that the 

provider considers how to improve them; and 

 

• The professional competencies required by the APE. 

 

Learning outcomes are expressed under three broad headings of achievement in both 

threshold and typical standards: 

 

U: Understanding (a general awareness of the activity) 

K: Knowledge (a more detailed level of understanding of the activity)  

S: Skills (to be able, without supervision, to perform relevant functions) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit Code FQ520   
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Learning outcomes:  
The learner will: 

Assessment criteria:  
The Learner can: 

6. Understand the methodologies of quantum 

/damages analysis of direct, indirect, and 

‘other’ costs. [U, K] 

6.1 Technical analysis to isolate changes in 
scope, timing, sequencing, work methods, 
site conditions, specifications, labour 
productivity, etc. to which costs are 
applied. The importance of demonstrating 
causation and linkage to the costs incurred. 
 

6.2 Cost variance analysis that compares the 
original estimate for the work with the 
actual cost incurred, and the cost variance 
is correlated to causes of the cost 
growth.With reference and understanding 
to  the use of indices and models such as 
the measured mile as a benchmark for 
productivity and navigating the issue of 
errors in planned outputs. 

 
6.3 Combination of both methods 

 
 

7. Able to calculate quantum/damages to 

produce a well-supported and compensable 

claim or presents a strong defense against the 

validity of the Plaintiff’s claim. [K, S] 

7.1 Overview of quantum calculations of 
Extension of Time claims 

7.2 Man-hour, quantity, and cost variance 
analysis 

• Contractor’s responsibility for bid error 
and performance problems 

• Owner’s responsibility for 
compensable problems 

7.3 Evaluation of the reasonableness of the 
contractor’s bid estimate 

7.4 Costs of changes in scope 
7.5 Loss of productivity costs 
7.6 Delay/Prolongation costs 
7.7 Disruption costs  
7.8 Costs associated with contractor 

performance problems/rework 
7.9 Calculation of other costs 
7.10 Calculation of owner damages 
7.11 Calculation of damages incurred by the 

owner under 

• Contractor’s defective work 

• Decreased production capacity due to 
a defective design 

• Actual delay or liquidated damages 
resulting from the contractor’s delay  
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Recommended Reading 
SCL Delay and Protocol 2nd edition, page 43 

Hudson’s Building and Engineering Contracts, 13th Edition, chapter 6 

Walter Lilly & Company Limited v (1) Giles Patrick Cyril Mackay (2) DMW Developments 

Limited (2012) EWHC 1773 (TCC) 

Van Oord and another v Allseas UK Ltd [2015] EWHC 2074 (TCC) 

Obrascon Huarte SA v Her Majesty’s Attorney General for Gibraltar [2014] EWHC 1028 

8. Able to analyse loss of productivity caused by 
late engineering, RFIS, and field changes. [K, 
S] 

8.1 Measured mile analysis 
8.2 Corroboration with industry studies 
8.3 Reasonable of bid productivity  
8.4 Actual productivity / earned value 

calculations 
8.5 Timing of impacting events  
8.6 Cumulative impacts 

 

9. Case Studies  Case Study 1: 
Seeking to recover for increased costs paid 
to design and construct a project due to the 
Contractor’s mismanagement under 
circumstance of owner will be the plaintiff 

 
Case Study 2: Evidencing and demonstrating 
losses of productivity due to change in law 
and/or government regulations 
 

Case Study 3: With reference to Van Oord and 

another v Allseas UK Ltd, how to establish the 
events that occurred and how the individuals to 
a project must consider the evidential standard 
of the contemporaneous documents 
 
 
Case Study 4: Consideration of the possible 
methods to establish causation and 
quantification by reference to the methods 
included in the Society of Construction Law 
protocol 
 
Case Study 5: When considering the law of 
evidence and specifically the weight and 
admissibility of submissions in specific regard to 
the requirement to evidence submissions with 
reference to contemporaneous records. 

Additional information about the unit 

Units aim(s)  
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Summary    
Status   core 

Learning Hours 80hrs including Lectures and Exercises  

Credits Value 8 

Period of Study 8 weeks 

 

Summary of Learning Outcomes 
 

Learning outcomes are results of learning that students will have achieved on 

successfully completing a course. The following reference points were used in designing 

the learning outcomes; 

 

• QAA Subject Benchmark Statements to ensure: that appropriate and effective 

teaching, support, assessment and learning resources are provided for 

students; that the learning opportunities provided are monitored; and that the 

provider considers how to improve them; and 

 

• The professional competencies required by the APE. 

 

Learning outcomes are expressed under three broad headings of achievement in both 

threshold and typical standards: 

 

U: Understanding (a general awareness of the activity) 

K: Knowledge (a more detailed level of understanding of the activity)  

S: Skills (to be able, without supervision, to perform relevant functions) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit Code FQ530   
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Learning outcomes:  
The learner will: 

Assessment criteria:  
The Learner can: 

10. The determination of forensic quantum 

analysis by the Expert Witness in construction 

claims [K, S]. 

10.1 Understanding the role of the Expert 
Witness and the use of quantum analysis. 

10.2 Understanding the conceptual skills of the 
Quantum Expert 

10.3 Determining the key skills of a Quantum 
Expert Witness 

10.4 The forensic quantum analyst as the 
Expert Quantum Witness 

10.5 Understanding the Expert Witness’s 
approach to the application of forensic 
quantum to his opinion. 

10.6 The stepped approach to providing an 
impartial and objective quantum opinion 

10.7 Understanding the Contractual entitlement 
hurdles to overcome to entitle a claim for 
additional payment 

10.8 Understanding the factual entitlement and 
the importance of evidencing causation to 
allow entitlement to additional payment 

• Reference to witness statement 
10.9 Understand the law of evidence and both 

weight and admissibility in the evaluation 
process  

10.10 Recognising and identifying the 
appropriate methods of valuation 

11. Evaluation of forensic quantum analysis . 
[K, S]. 

11.1 Identifying a claimant’s cause of action  
11.2 Understanding the causal requirements 
11.3 How to work within the requirements of 

remoteness 
11.4 Identifying the most appropriate measure 

of loss 
11.5 Balancing compensation with 

consequences 
11.6 Understanding the requirement of 

comparisons of equal and equivalent 
standing. 

11.7 Demonstrating an understanding of tender 
allowances and price considerations 

11.8 Interpreting voluntarily incurred costs and 
extracting them from damages claims 

11.9 Ensuring that duplication is eroded 
 

12. Able to determine the damages and quantify 
in accord with the appropriate method and to 
interpret their inclusion impartially for 
inclusion in a report. [K, S]. 

12.1 General principles of an expert 
determination 

• Understanding instructions 

• Interpreting damages 

• Quantifying damages 

• Understanding causation 
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Recommended Reading 
 

 

 

• Converting causation into quantum 
analysis 

13. Quantum in construction disputes  13.1 Balancing the costs incurred with the 
entitlement allowed and presenting this in a 
report 

13.2 Converting quantum forensic analysis into 
an Expert Quantum opinion. 

14. Case Law analysis  14.1 Case Law 1 
14.2 Case Law 2 
14.3 Case Law 3 
14.4 Case Law 4 

Additional information about the unit 

Units aim(s)  
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